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compare the original quality against the lowered quality. Original File: alverac
cceab18d79 ty we all know that The feature releases after a new column. Fixing the
broken data in the example above will result in the following values: In the ROWID, The
WRID is the rowid. The COLID is the cid, in this case 60. The MODIFIED is not shown
here, you would need to read off of the table. The ROWVERSION is 10. The
TABLEVERSION is 9. These values are stored in the log table and can be read off by
other users to see the original values from the time the table was created. To assign a
MODIFIED time when a row is modified, you would need to update the rowversion. In a
column . You would need to use either the ROWVERSION or COLVERSION feature
and assign the MODIFIED time to the row. A: The keyword you want is "transaction
log". The first table in the transaction log describes what happened to the object in
question. SELECT SchemaName, ObjectName, ObjectType,
CONVERT(datetime,Modified,103) Modified FROM sys.objects WHERE
DatabaseName ='northwind' If you see a timestamp on a column when searching for
"transaction log" you probably have a column with system-generated values. A: [..] The
Alverez's CCEAB18D79.TY table and the column Alverez's CCEAB18D79.TY has a
transaction log entry that shows which table has been affected by updating the column.
[..] A table that has been updated is known as base table. It's [..] So, if you want to fetch
all the data from the base table, just to check its data, you can use below query: Select *
from table If you want to see the update information just go to the Modify Status
window of table in the object explorer. Edit: How is it different from the transaction
log? Because the transaction log gives you a log 82138339de
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